
Free
Teacher Subject Specialism 

Training

Post-GCSE Summer Term CPD FOR Secondary teachers

Maths          Physics       Spanish 

When the pressure of GCSEs has lifted, why not 

consider these FREE DfE funded programmes?

They are specifically for NON-SPECIALIST TEACHERS 

of these subjects or for teachers who may be asked 

to teach Maths, Spanish or Physics (with no 

previous training) in 2019/20.



PRINCIPALS/HEAD TEACHERS

These programmes will ensure that your staff are WELL-EQUIPPED to teach 

these shortage subjects and give these teachers a greater repertoire of skills

“This training has enabled us to stabilise our teaching workforce and, even 

better, has made time-tabling so much easier”

TEACHERS

If, for example, you currently teach P.E, Art, Music or Humanities, think how 

this FREE opportunity will INSTANTLY widen your skill-set and ability to teach 

a shortage subject

“Thank you for this excellent course. I have been on and led a lot of CPD over 

the years but this one has been a real game changer for me. Every session 

has given me new ways, strategies etc. to improve my teaching”

A FLEXIBLE MODEL OF DELIVERY

Our training packages are bespoke to the learning of each teacher so that 

these individual programmes suit their study and personal needs.

The training dates for each programme are set out in this leaflet. However, 

we also use “satellite sites” for training so we can actually deliver in your 

school to a group of 8+ teachers drawn from either your own staff or a 

combination of your teachers and those non-specialists in neighbouring

schools.

GET IN TOUCH AND FIND OUT MORE:

Contact details for each training leader can be found at the foot of the 

information for each subject within this leaflet. If you wish to discuss a model 

of delivery in your own school or locality, please email d.kirk@trinitytsa.co.uk

FREE TSST

mailto:d.kirk@trinitytsa.co.uk


Subject Specialism Training: Maths
A DfE funded and JMC approved programme for non-specialist 

teachers (or potential teachers) of maths

The Trinity Teaching School Alliance Mathematics Teacher Subject Specialism Training 
(TSST) programme will equip teachers with the subject knowledge and pedagogical 

understanding they need to be effective mathematics teachers.

Participants will be supported to engage in a wide range of mathematical activities 
some of which will challenge their understanding. Every workshop will include key 

pedagogical strategies including the use of concrete resources, representations and 
structures that elicit mathematical reasoning. 

The programme is spaced over 4 months to allow participants time between workshops 
to work on follow up tasks that will develop their mathematics. During the programme

the participants will be asked to complete an in school task where they arrange to 
discuss, observe, and reflect on a lesson taught either by a capable colleague or by a 

Lead Practitioner in one of the schools in the Trinity MAT. The programme will run 
several times throughout the year.

Programme Overview & Dates

Pre- course Tasks: Audit and Initial Maths Challenges

• Workshop 1: Wednesday 12 June 2019

Bar Modelling and Fractions

• Workshop 2: Monday 24 June 2019

Fractions, Decimals, Percentage with links to Angle and Proof

• Workshop 3: Friday 5 July 2019

Ratio and Proportion with links to Similarity, Algebra and Directed Number

• Workshop 4: Tuesday 16 July 2019

Pythagoras and Trigonometry

Algebra and Graphs plus Portfolio Review

Venue & Timings:
The Maltings, Halifax HX2 0TJ
All sessions will run from 9.00am until 4.00pm

The Commitment of the School
To release the teacher for workshops.
To release the teacher for a half day school based task.

To apply or to check your eligibility
Please contact Corinne Angier, Trinity Teaching School Alliance
Email c.angier@trinitymat.org or teachingschool@trinitytsa.co.uk

mailto:c.angier@trinitymat.org


Subject Specialism Training: Physics
A DFE Funded programme for non-specialist teachers (or potential 

teachers) of physics
Tuesday 18 June 2019 / Tuesday 16 July 2019

Following the success of Physics Hub in 2017-18 in the Calderdale and Kirklees area, 
Trinity Academy Halifax are offering further FREE bespoke Physics training for Physics 
non-specialists. As a result of previous delegate feedback, this year’s Physics Hub will 
run over two full days.

• Programme Focus

The programme is aimed at teachers of Science who are not Physics specialists (i.e. they 
do not have a degree in Physics or a related subject). The course will explore the 
fundamental Physics concepts from KS3 to KS5, in addition to looking at the most 
effective strategies to deliver them with a focus on enhancing practical skills and 
subject knowledge.

• By Teachers – For Teachers

To allow training to be tailored for attendees, a skills audit will be undertaken (via email) 
in advance of the training, to assess the needs of delegates. The training will be 
delivered by Physics teachers who work with Physics partners and the Institute of 
Physics. As current classroom practitioners they are acutely aware of the challenges of 
the new Physics curriculum, and are in a unique position to offer evidence based 
guidance on the most effective methods when delivering this new Physics content.

• School Immersion

In addition to the two training days, delegates will be given the opportunity to spend up 
to three full days or six half days observing Physics lessons in an ‘Outstanding’ school. 
Participants will be assigned a Lead Practitioner (also an SLE) as a mentor, who will meet 
at the start and end of each School Immersion Day.

• Certification

All delegates will receive a certificate of completion of the course from Trinity Teaching 
School Alliance and the institute of physics.

• FREE Resources

Physics partners will also supply a library of 200 experiments grouped by topic with 
detailed notes for teachers, technicians and pupils. Plus delegates will have access to 
high quality teaching resources developed by the Trinity Science team. 

Delegates will not incur any costs when attending Physics Hub. Trinity Academy Halifax 
will cover all costs associated with the training, including hosting the sessions, and 
providing lunch and refreshments throughout the day.

“The best CPD I have undertaken in 13 years of teaching.
The host teachers were full of fantastic tips, ideas and 

practical suggestions that I will take back to the classroom!”

Venue: The Maltings, Halifax, HX2 OTJ
Dates: Tuesday 18 June 2019 & Tuesday 16 July 2019



Subject Specialism Training: Spanish
Fully funded Spanish Training for MFL Teachers – Enhance 

your Practice!

With both a linguistic and pedagogical focus, the course supports MFL teachers who 
wish to enhance their Spanish. Schools looking to increase capacity in their MFL 
departments by equipping staff to teach Spanish may also be interested in applying for 
a fully funded place. 

The course, which takes place over a series of twilights, aims to equip participants with 
the linguistic skills and knowledge to teach Spanish to Key Stage 3. It has a strong focus 
on grammar given the rigorous demands of the new GCSE specification.

In light of the new challenges for MFL teachers, this course also covers language-specific 
pedagogy in order to develop and strengthen participants’ repertoire of language 
teaching techniques. The content includes: 

• Teaching through verbs.

• Extending written and spoken answers beyond the minimum. 

• Teaching students how to form questions and utilise them in the classroom.

• Encouraging spontaneous speaking.

The course is interactive and fast-paced and includes home learning to consolidate the 
grammatical concepts covered in sessions. Attendees will be equipped with the 
knowledge and confidence to teach Spanish.

Venue and Timings

Trinity Academy, Halifax

All Sessions will run 5 – 7pm

Dates:

• Thursday 6 June 2019

• Thursday 13 June 2019

• Thursday 20 June 2019

• Thursday 27 June 2019

• Thursday 11 July 2019

• Thursday 18 July 2019

The Trinity Teaching School Alliance is pleased to confirm that we have 
secured Teacher Subject Specialism Training (TSST) funding to support MFL 
teachers to enhance their Spanish teaching, and be equipped to meet the 

demands of the new GCSE specification.



Eligibility and conditions 

TSST is a Government funded programme designed to upskill teachers and increase 
capacity. Generally speaking, to be eligible for a funded place, teachers need to meet 

one or more of the following criteria:

• Be a non-Spanish specialist teaching the subject e.g. a French teacher or a teacher 
due to start teaching Spanish.

• Be a language teacher returning to the profession after an extended break.

• Be a supply teacher who would like to be able to teach Spanish. 

Full terms and conditions are available on the application form, but key points to note 
are that you must be able to commit to attending all dates specified and the application 
should be made with the support of a senior member of your school team (where 
applicable). Should you fail to arrive for a session without adequate notice or reason, 
then the TTSA reserves the right to invoice you at our standard rate for a twilight 
session. The training is fully funded, but any associated costs such as travel are not. 

We have a limited number of places, and these are confirmed on a first come, first 
served, basis. We therefore recommend that you apply as soon as possible to secure 
your place. 

If you are interested in applying or require further information about any of our TSST 
programmes please do not hesitate to contact us on:

01422 433 324

Teachingschooltrinity.co.uk



• Newly qualified teachers (NQTs) are eligible.

• Primary teacher are eligible if they will be teaching year 7 or 8 pupils as part of 
cross-school key stage 2 and 3 collaboration. For example, in a multi-academy 
trust (MAT) or if they have firm plans to convert from primary to a secondary 
teaching post.

• Teachers without qualified teacher status (QTS) teaching in academies are 
eligible.

• Those who are members of, and have been awarded qualified teacher learning 
and skills status (QTLS) BY THE Society for Education, are eligible if they have 
firm plans to teach a TSST subject in a school or sixth-form college.

• Supply teachers are eligible if they do not have a contract with a school and 
are committed to returning to a permanent post.

• ITT trainees, higher level teaching assistants (HLTAs), Teaching assistants 
(TAs) and other support staff are not eligible to undertake the training.

• If you are a returning teacher, please register with the Department for 
Education (DfE). Visit Get into Teaching for further information and additional 
support for teachers returning to the profession.

Additional Eligibility

Notes…
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